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Winter Sports
Last Wednesday, the Grade 5 and 6 girls went to Horsham to
play netball for the winter sports. It was a cold day and we
played 4 games. In the first game we played against Kowree
1, we fought hard but
couldn’t quite get there in
the end, the scores were
3/21. We got ready for the
next game against Horsham West and got the first
goal of the match! Doing
good drives to the ball and
good defence they were
just too tall, the scores
were 1/27. The 3rd game
against Saints was the
hardest game of the day!
Everyone tried their best
but we just couldn’t get there in the end, scores 0/30. The last
game was the best game we had played with Olivia Moore
and Leah Hallam shooting 5 goals each. Bianca Williams also
had a good run in defence getting good intercepts. The girls
were very excited with their win the scores 11/1.
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Calendar Dates - Term 2
JUNE
10th
Professional Practice Day—no
students.
13th

Queens Birthday—Public Holiday

15th

Network Meeting in St. Arnaud

16th

MARC Van

17th
AIP Mid Cycle Review in Rupanyup—Nathan attending.
22nd

School Council @ 4.30pm

24th

Last day of Term 2

Bianca, Leah and
Olivia
On June 1st I
went to Horsham
to play in the
winter sports
football carnival.
Our team was the
Southern Mallee
Lakes consisting
of Hopetoun,
Rainbow, Jeparit
and Beulah combined. We played four games, all against
Horsham teams and we won one game against Holy Trinity. I
enjoyed the day.
Charlie

JUNE
16th Olivia
21st Mac

Principal Report
Hello all. We are nearing the end of term and students
have been busy testing and finishing off units of work.
The turn in weather has seen some students become ill.
Please it is important that if your child is showing signs
or symptoms of cold, flu or Covid-19 that they test. I
sent home information regarding the testing regime of
household contacts. If you require more masks or tests,
please reach out to me personally and I will help assist
you.

by students and facilitated by staff. Students are wanting to do a tinkering lesson. Can families and the community donate any old devices, machinery, etc that can
be taken apart safely. The more the better! Also if families or community members have old tools that they
would be happy to donate, that would be beneficial for
the students in taking their objects apart. No promises
that these will be returned. These can be dropped off at
school and are needed before June 16th.

Reading Superstars
Do not forget that tomorrow is our schools Professional Well done to Amelia and Benji for reaching 75 nights of
Practice Day. Students are not in attendance and on
reading at home. Here they are enjoying their ice
Monday is the Queens birthday public holiday which is a creams as a part of that milestone.
student free day.
Reminder that reports will be prepared and sent home in
the last week. We normally have a showcase at the end
of each semester but due to our interrupted term and
building works still occurring we will postpone this and
join it onto the end of the year for a showcase extravaganza.
On the last day of term students will get their lunch provided. This term the students will enjoy some delicious
nachos and a juice box. If your child doesn’t like this they
will need to bring their own packed lunch.
MARC Van
You will notice that in the calendar dates we have
changed MARC van dates. This is to assist another
school. This will mean no MARC van in the last week.
CSEF
It is important that families who have a health care card
fill in the form that was attached to last weeks newsletter as it will aide you in acquiring financial support for
camps and excursions.
Forms
You should have received a pack of forms with last
weeks newsletter. Please fill them in as accurately as
you can and return them as soon as you can. Preferable
before the end of this term. Thank you for your assistance in this.
SRC (Student Representative Council)
Each Thursday after MARC Van students are given the
opportunity to complete an activity of their choice, run

P—2
It's been a very busy week, but the children have given
everything a red hot go without any complaints! They
have almost finished assessments and are close to the
'finish line' for the term!
In reading, junior students finished off their unit on retelling the beginning, middle and end of fictional texts.
They retold an unfamiliar text called 'The Pocket Dogs
go on Holiday,' which they did with increased confidence. They practised their onset and rime skills; which
is essential for building phonological awareness. It is understanding the beginning units in words (onset) and
then the string of letters that follow (rime). Eg c-at, back, s-ack etc.

3-6
In the senior class students have started testing. This
has included assessment on reading, writing, spelling
and maths. Already I have seen some great progress in
areas which is great considering what these students
have had to endure.
In between testing students have continued to complete reading activities practicing their fluency, comprehension and understanding the meaning of words. In
spelling students have continued to practice words with
a particular sound focus which was l or ll such as litre
and fellow.

In Humanities students have learnt the meaning of certain events and symbols in Australia and will start their
The P-2 students continued to revise letter formation,
project on researching an explorer and providing inforspecifically focusing on j, w, z, wh and ng. They also fa- mation about the explorer themselves and the voyage
miliarised themselves with writing more high frequency they took into the unknown.
words like: what, they, was, said and because.
In Science students will continue to learn about our solar
On Mondays, the juniors always do 'Magic Maths.' This system. They answered the question whether planets
involves three maths stations which practise different
rotate and revolve around the sun at the same speed
skills. This week's included shape building with play
and will learn about terrestrial and Jovian planets. We
dough and toothpicks, a number game/fine motor skill will learn about how scientist explore the planets in our
work and then working on counting or multiplication
solar system. In our virtual session students learnt about
with me. They then consolidated their understanding of Earth and Space which links in nicely to our unit and exmeasurements of time for the rest of the week.
plored how the Earth has changed over time. The link
for this is https://www.biointeractive.org/classroomHumanities and sci- resources/earthviewer . Pictured here are the students
ence have been
replicating a scaled down version of the distance some
closely linked this
of the planets are from the sun. That is Charlie, the
term. They have
shadow in the distance.
conducted some
science experiments, specifically
focusing on mixing
forms of matter in
Online Science.
They have also explored forms of energy and sound
waves throughout
the unit.
Keep working hard!
Touching our
‘potion’ during the
Mixing Matter session.

